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Opinions clash over structure 
proposed for downtown SLO
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Die San laiis Obispo City (x>uncil will finalize the requirements for the proposed 74-fbot building to be built dosvntosvn at 
a meeting tonight from 4 to 6 p.m. (iarden Street Terraces is a ‘mixed-use development’ that will include a 9S-room hotel, 
21,000-square-feet of commercial retail space, a 14,000-square-foot neighborhood market and apartments. Below is a model.
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Architecture ,ind environmental 
design senior David Lee sat at his 
desk in his architecture studio on 
campus. It vs'as after I 1 p.m. and he 
would he there another two hours 
betöre going home.
Lee wasn’t up late so he could 
finish an assignment lor school. 
He was answering e-mails regard­
ing the Laceht)ok group he started
about two weeks ago, “Save our 
Downtown. ” He says he gets about 
100 e-mails a day.
Lee started “Save our Down­
town” when retired architecture 
and environmental design profes­
sor Allan Cooper approached him 
ahout plans lor a new 212,000- 
squarc-loot building, nearly five 
years in the works to be built in 
San Luis Obispo’s downtown area. 
Ihe building, called (.iarden Street 
lerraces, will run along Marsh
Street between Ciarden and Broad 
streets.
Lee started the Facebook group 
in response to the project which 
he and other C'al Poly architecture 
students are disgusted by, he said.
“We were completely ap­
palled,” Lee said. “It’s too massive 
lor downtown. Plus it’s not a got>d 
piece ol architecture, ans’ways.”
In just two weeks, “Save our 
Downtown" has reached 1,722
see Doumtown, page J
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Entrepreneurship club to 
host published alumnus
Erin Hurley
K R IN H U R l.K Y .M D ^ 't iM A lL .C O M
Ihe Cal Poly Fmtrepreneurship (dub 
is hosting a speech by alumnus and 
author Brian Schwarr/. today.
Schwarr/. graduated in 1994 as 
an industrial technology' major. He 
worked at IBM and several other na­
tional corporations before quitting in 
2008 to begin a personal investiga­
tion ol the success secrets ol today’s 
entrepreneurs.
Schwartz has written several 
btwks, the most well known called 
“50 Interviews: Hntrepreneurs thriv­
ing in Uncertain lim es” in which he 
interviewed 50 professionals in a va­
riety of industries to learn their secrets 
to establishing a successful business. 
Schwartz refers to his profession as an 
“authorpreneur,” because his career 
combines lioth author and entrepre­
neur.
“ Ihe pt'ople I’ve talked to are so 
passionate abt)ut what they do, and 
it’s been a really interesting journey,” 
Schwartz said. “Many of them said 
that no one had ever interviewed them 
like this.”
Schwartz’s speech will share some of 
the insights he has gained through his 
interviews. I hen he will interview two 
entrepreneurs to show the audience
see Entrepreneur, page J
Israeli battle with 
pro-Palestinian activists 
endangers peace taiks
M C C I.A T C M Y -T R IH l'N F .
Fgyptians gather outside the foreign ministry in Cairo, Kgypt, during a pro­
test against Israel’s raid on ships carrying aid to Gaza, Monday.
S h eera  Frenkel
M (;C I.A T O IY  N tW SP A P K R S
ASHDOD, Israel —  A Hotilla of 
pro-Palestinians activists bound for 
the Ciaza Strip met deadly resis­
tance from Israeli forces Monday, 
sparking a diplomatic crisis in the 
Middle F^ ast and endangering the 
Obama .tdministration’s attempt 
to revive peace talks between Israel 
and the Palestinians.
Nine people were killed and
dozens more were wounded when 
Israeli navy commandos stormed 
the Marmara, a Lurkish ship that 
was part of a six-boat flotilla aimed 
at breaking the Israel-led bltKkade of 
the Ciaza Strip.
Isr.tcTs allies in F'urope and the 
United Nations demanded an in­
vestigation into the violence, and a 
spokesman for Isnieli Prime Minis­
ter Binvamin Netanvahu announced« y
see Israel, page J
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Entrepreneur
continued from  page I
some of what he has learned. Ihe guest 
entrepreneurs include Michael Rowley 
ol the Straight Down C'lothing C]om- 
pany and Kyle Weins of lFixIt.com, a 
website for online repair manuals.
Faitrepreneurship club president 
and business senior Luke Richter said 
the club is lucky to hear Schwartz 
speiik. Schwartz usually charges for his 
speeches, but he said he is happy to 
come back to his alma mater and speak 
to a gn)up of future entrepreneurs.
“Brian has interacted with so many 
different people and really has a lot to 
share with us about finding and creat­
ing the right career,” Richter said. “It 
should be a great learning experience, 
even for people who don’t plan on 
starting their own businesses.”
Ihe Faitrepreneurship Club has 
nearly 1 SO members from several 
colleges. Ihe club’s mission is to be a 
source of networking opportunities 
and support for students in every Held 
of study. (]lub adviser and industrial 
technolog)’ professor Jonathan York 
said the club has been inactive for the 
past several years, but this year some of 
his students cime to him asking if it 
could be revived.
Since being rechartered, the club 
has been very active. In addition to 
hosting guest speakers, the members 
have participated in two business 
competitions this year —  the C'al 
Poly Venture C'hallenge and Innova­
tion Quest, both of which give the 
students opportunities to interact 
with business professionals.
“We really encourage our mem­
bers to take advantage of the oppor­
tunity to network with real profes­
sionals as well as with each other,” 
York said. “It’s important for students 
to be able to see what the real world is 
like before they get there.”
Schwartz said he had some trouble 
finding the right career after graduat­
ing from ('al Poly. However, he said 
the inters'iews he has conducted to 
Hnd what makes a successfi.il and re­
warding career have been a fulfilling 
and valuable learning experience.
“My speeches are really about what 
1 know now that 1 wish 1 knew then, 
and so much of it has come from 
the interviews I’ve done,” Schwartz 
said. “I’ve really come to learn that 
your career can’t be about money or 
power —  it has to be about a calling 
and finding something greater than 
yourself.”
Schwartz’s speech will be held in 
the Science Building, room B()5 at 7 
p.m.
Israel
continued from  page I
that the premier had canceled a trip 
to Washington that was meant to 
signal warming relations between Is­
rael and the Obama administration.
In a statement, the V'hite House 
said that President Barack Obama 
understood Netanyahu’s decision 
to return immediately to Israel and 
adiled that the two had agreed to 
reschedule their meeting at the first 
opportunity.
“ Ihe president expressed deep re­
gret at the loss of life in today’s inci­
dent, and concern for the wounded, 
many of whom are being treated in 
Israeli hospitals,” the statement said. 
“ Ihe president also expressed the im­
portance o f learning all the facts and 
circumstances around this morning’s 
tragic events as soon as possible.”
Ihousands online have viewed 
footage of the incident, which activ­
ists aboard the ship filmed. Israeli 
commandos, clad in black and wear­
ing facemasks, are seen rappelling 
from Blackhawk helicopters onto the 
Marmara, where others in Zodiac 
rubber boats quickly joined them.
Israeli military representatives 
confirmed that eight commandos 
were injured during the operation, at 
least one of them shot with a fellow 
soldier’s weapon. Representatives for 
the activists deny the account, and 
claim the IDF is distorting what 
happened.
Demonstrations were held Mon­
day throughout the Palestinian ter­
ritories, and in F-gypt, Jordan, Iraq, 
Lebanon, Syria and Lurkey.
In C'airo, more than 200 activ­
ists and parliament members raising 
banners and Palestinian flags gath­
ered in front of the Flgvptian foreign 
ministry.
“ Ihe (Fgyptian) foreign ministry 
is a traitor and a cause for shame. 
Whoever normalizes relations with 
Israel is a traitor and a coward,” 
demonstraiors chanted.
“ Ihis is Israeli thuggery, and it is 
not being deterred by anyone,” said 
F'ssam al-lirian, a prominent mem­
ber of F.gypt’s largest opposition 
group, the Muslim Brotherhood. 
Ihe group said it hasn’t received
news about two of its members, 
Mohamed al-Biltagy and Hazem 
Farouk. members of the F^gyptian 
parliament who were in the aid flo­
tilla.
Iraqi \Yce President Laricj al- 
Hashimi, a Sunni Muslim, wrote 
to Turkish Prime Minister Recep 
layyip F’rdogan, saying: “I was 
shocked at the barbaric actions 
committed by Israel against the 
Freedom fleet that was headed to­
ward (iaza Strip. Ihis incident is 
further evidence of Israel’s devia­
tion from and its disdain for inter­
national laws and mandates.”
More than 500 Iraqis loyal to 
militant Shiite cleric Miupada 
al-.Sadr gathered in Baghdad on 
Monday afternoon and burned and 
stomped on a U.S. Hag.
Abdulhadi al-Muhammedawi, a 
prominent tribal sheikh in southern 
lrac| know'n for his opposition to 
Saddam Hussein, told Mc(datchy 
Newspapers that all Iraqis should 
raise their voices in condemnation.
“ Ihis vile crime cannot be over- 
l(K)ked by the international com­
munity. I call on the international 
community to shoulder its respon­
sibility and ltM)k into the violations 
of human rights that are taking 
place against the Palestinian people 
—  Israeli terrorism is just that: ter­
rorism. Why are they silent?" he 
asked.
Arab League CTief Amr Moussa 
called the raids terrorist attacks. 
“Israel feels it is above the law and 
can do anything, and is not under 
the authority of the (Llnited Na­
tions) .Security Council,” Moussa 
said in Doha. (.^atar. “It is vital that 
w’e reconsider how we deal with the 
Arab-lsraeli struggle, since what 
happened is proof that Israel is not 
ready for peace.”
Ihe U.N. .Security (Council 
scheduled an emergency meeting 
to discu.ss the violence, while the 
Arab League and the Palestinian 
Authority cabinet called emergen­
cy meetings to discuss the future 
of the U.S.-brokered itidirect peace 
talks with Israel.
Netanyahu, who expressed his 
“full backing” for the military raid, 
said he hoped lor support from Is­
rael’s allies and for patience as Israel 
investigates the events.
Downtown
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members. Members of the group 
have been debating whether the 
building’s addition to San Luis 
Obispo’s downtown area will be 
a good thing.
Carden Street lerraces is a 
“mixed-use development” that 
will include a 95-room hotel, 
21 ,()()()-square-feet of commer­
cial retail space, a 14,()()0-square- 
foot neighborhood market, and 
apartments. Downtown Brewing 
Company, the Smith building 
and the Laird building on (iarden 
Street and San Luis Lraditions on 
Marsh Street will all be retrofit­
ted as a result of the project. Lwo 
o f the buildings on the block will 
be demolished.
Ihe project’s website claims 
the building will stay within the 
city’s 75-foot height cap. But 
some members of the commu­
nity, including Lee, are not con­
vinced this is enough.
“Imagine you come down­
town to sit at I.innaea’s and have 
a coffee and here’s this enormous 
building in front of you,” Let- 
said. “Is this the kind of feeling 
you want when you go dowmown 
in SLO? I here’s a reason people 
like this city .so much —  it’s small 
and has a unique feel to it. I his 
would change all of that.”
One w'orker at Linnaea’s ('afe, 
across the street from where the 
Carden .Street lerraces will be, 
said the people at Linnaea’s art- 
hoping the addition to the street 
won’t affect their ability to run a 
successful local business.
“We like that all of the local 
businesses in this area help each 
other out and try to have each 
others’ backs,” she said. “I don’t 
think this will affect our business 
too much, and I think we’re all 
keeping a positive attitude about 
this project.”
In addition to changing the 
“feel of San Luis Obispo," mem­
bers of “Save our Downtown” 
have expressed other concerns 
about the project, .Some of the 
problems they have with the pro­
posed structure arc the shadows 
it will cast on surrounding build­
ings such as Linnaea’s. Also, some 
members of the group said the 
size and placement o f the build­
ing will cause a draft tunnel.
Anytime you have a street or 
alleyway with large buildings on 
either side of it, this creates a 
wind tunnel, Lee said. Buildings 
o f this size in a row it creates will 
cause a draft along downtown.
Architecture junior Liffany 
(larlson said she understands the 
city’s desire to increase tourism 
and revenue but thinks the proj­
ect could take on a less obtrusive 
size.
“ I bis is an irresponsible plan. 
.San Luis Obispo and the down­
town area are visited and loved 
because of the small town, ca­
sual feel, (which) is a break from 
many other cities in this state,” 
Carlson said. “If we start build­
ing bigger and taller, which will 
be the inevitable result of this 
project, we will destroy exactly 
what it is that draws in tourists 
in the first place. Imagine go­
ing to Farmers’ Market in a cold 
shadowy wind tunnel created by 
seven-story buildings on both
sides. I promise it won’t be a very 
pleasant I hursday experience.”
According to “Save our Down­
town,” at approximately 74 feet, 
the Carden Street lerrace build­
ing will be the biggest building 
downtown, surpassing the Wine- 
man Hotel and the parking struc­
tures located on Balm and Marsh 
streets.
Flowever, members of the firm 
responsible for the project said 
“Save our Downtown” is too biased 
and is not pre.senting the facts of 
the project fairly to the public.
Isaac Cireenetz is a local archi­
tect and works for WestBac Invest­
ments, the firm in charge of the 
Carden Street Lerraces project. San 
Luis Obispo has a lot to gain from 
the addition of this building to the 
downtown area including revenue 
from tourism and a great place for 
people to live and work, he said.
Cireenetz said he wants to see the 
“Save our Downtown” do a better 
job at telling the public about the 
project. In a diagram the group 
posted, the Ciarden Street lerrace 
building is the largest pictured, 
surpassing the Balm Street parking 
structure. According to Cireenetz, 
the building will not be the largest 
building downtown and tbe dia­
gram is misleading.
“ The group is very bia.sed against 
the project,” Cireenetz said. “This 
is not the tallest building down­
town. Ihe Anderson building. 
Balm Street parking structure and 
AL& I building are all bigger. It’s 
very easy to make those renderings 
look very large, but the concern of 
the height is very uninformed.”
The city’s 75-foot height cap is 
judged on an area’s average height 
he said, which in the case of the 
Balm Street parking structure al­
lows for some buildings to be even 
taller than 75 feet from the base o f 
the building.
Only parts of the building will 
come to close to the height cap, 
Cireenetz said. I he rest of the 
building’s design is terraced, .so the 
roof gets farther from the street 
as you go up in stories. I his will 
create less of a shadow over down­
town than the original proposed 
project.
“This absolutely will not change 
the feel o f SLO," Cireenetz said. 
“ This is a large building, but it’s 
not some giant tower looming over 
downtown."
Other community members 
have joined the Facebook group to 
show their support for the project, 
saying that Ciarden Street lerrace 
will not change the feeling o f the 
downtown area.
Khaldoon Khaireddin, an archi­
tecture and environmental design 
senior, said he doesn’t think the 
project will ruin anything about 
dow'iitown and will increase the 
value of the area.
“As it is now, Ciarden Street is 
not a pleasant place to be; it’s run­
down and dark,” Khaireddin said. 
“Filling in that back alley with new 
housing would actually rejuvenate 
the street.”
Several people in support of the 
project are looking forward to the 
fiinancial impact the project will 
have on the city.
1 his is why this project is so 
important to San Luis Obispo, 
Cireenetz. said.
“Right now in our economic 
time, to have a developer come 
and build something like this is 
going to help downtown become 
great. We’re bringing more people 
and revenue to the area,” Cireenetz 
said.
Supporters of the group realize 
there is a financial benefit to the 
building, Lee said. I he group is 
worried that this is the beginning 
of a slippery slope, he said.
“ I his building is going to hap­
pen,” Lee said. “If we allow' some­
thing to be built at this size, where 
are we going to draw the line?”
Lee and other supporters of the 
“Save our Downtown" plan to tell 
the city council why they think 
this project is a bad idea and to 
propose alternatives to the current 
plans. I hey will speak at the city 
council meeting June 1 from 4 to 
C> p.m.
It will be up to the council to 
make the final requirements for 
the project based on recommenda­
tions from the city planning com ­
mission, said Lyler Ciorey, the of­
ficial responsible for overseeing the 
project.
“ Lherc are negatives and posi­
tives to this project,” Corey said. 
“As of now 1 think the planning 
commission agrees that it is a little 
too tall, a little out of character 
(for SLO ’s downtown). We are go­
ing to ask for more adjustments 
but we have a much better project 
than what it started as."
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Congressional overhaul of financial regulation is almost done
D avid  L ig h tm an  
and K evin G. Hall
MC:c:i.ATC I IV  N K W S I’A I 'K R S
WASHING TON — Ihe late of the 
biggest overhaul of the nation’s finan­
cial regulatory system in generations 
now rests with a small group ol C’ap- 
itol Hill lawmakers who are known 
lor their ability to compromise.
In early June, negotiators Irom the 
Senate and the House ol Representa­
tives are expected to begin work on 
merging two competing but similar 
visions lor revamping the way the gov­
ernment regulates banks and financial
markets.
Ihe Senate passed its version of the 
legislation on May 20; the House ap­
proved its bill last December.
“ This is one ol the rare occasions 
when the two bills are really very close 
to each other. Ihere’s not a great deal ol 
difference,” said Senate Banking Caim- 
mittee C'hairman Cdiristopher Dodd, 
D-( knin.
Even if they’re in the ballpark on 
the big issues, the two bills have some 
significant differences.
For example, while both chambers 
favor the creation of an equivalent of 
the Cx)nsumer Product Safety Ciom-
mission for consumer credit products 
such as mortgages, student loans and 
credit cards, they’d go about it differ­
ently.
Ihe House would create a new, 
standalone agenc)' called the Cion- 
sutner Financial Protection Agency; 
the Senate envisions a Bureau of (Con­
sumer Financial Protection within the 
Federal Reserve.
Ihe U.S. (Chamber of (Commerce 
hopes to weaken the bill during the ne­
gotiations, arguing that the new con­
sumer panel’s leader would have pow­
ers beyond those of other government 
agency heads.
“1 don’t know that Tm going to per­
suade people that my approach to con­
sumer protection is the right way, but 
we should have a debate about having 
this much power concentrated in one 
individual,” said David Hirschmann, 
senior vice president at the chamlx-r.
Assistant Treasury Secretary Mi­
chael Barr, an intellectual author of the 
consumer panel, countered chat there 
are numerous checks built into the cre­
ation of the new independent agency. 
It’ll have public rulemaking, must con­
duct cost-benefit analyses on measures 
it proposes, and the agency head would 
serve at the pleasure of the president
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and require .Senate confirmation.
“We’re in fundamental disagree­
ment with the (Tamber on this point,” 
Barr said.
Also contentious is whether auto 
dealers slumid be subjected to the 
consumer panel’s rules, ("onsumer ad­
vocates argue that some auto dealers 
make more money from lending than 
they do from selling cars.
“ Ihe whole point of this agency is 
to make sure that lenders have to play 
by better rules and be fairer,” said Tra­
vis Plunkett, legislative director for the 
Consumer Federation of America.
Pointing to support from the Pen­
tagon, which thinks that auto lenders 
have preyed on servicemen and .service- 
women, Plunkett added that resolving 
the dealer exemption “is going to be all 
about raw political power.”
Hou.se and .Senate lawmakers agree 
with the auto dealers, who argue that 
they didn’t cause the financial crisis 
and aren’t financial institutions. Ihe 
House bill exempted car dealers; the 
.Senate bill didn’t, but a majority of 
senators have voiced supj'Kirt for the 
exemption.
Another battle will be over complex 
financial instruments called derivatives, 
which helped cau.se the near meltdown 
ol financi.il markets in 200S. Ihe .Sen­
ate bill would force banks to spin oH 
their derivatives businesses, but the 
( )bama .idministration .ind 1 louse 
lavsmakers think that goes tix) far and 
could prove disruptive.
Ihe Senate langu.ige came out of 
the .Agriculture ( ’ommittee. where
see ReguUitiou, p ag e 7
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^^Inskte Looking Out" by the 
Grand Funk Railroad
-Geoff Recker, architectural en~ €van  Keith, hdustrial technol-
1% gineering sophomore ,y  ^ogy freshman
Ü -v.
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“Paradise Circus" by Massive “Up All Night" by the French 
Attack Horn
-Whit Ratcliff, mechanical en- -Jeff Franklin, litjeral arts engi-
gineenng junior nesting junior
m f '
I  ' '
“Fialling Away with You" by "Reoccuning Dreams” by
Muse Huskerdu
-Courtney Eynck, liberal stud- -Ali Torbati, graphic communi-
ies junior cations freshman
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Briefs
State
SAN LUIS O m SIH ) (MC I )
In an unusual and aaaiK' public bat­
tle o\cr a cotinty contract, a Sotith 
( lountv energy firm is appealing the 
award of a million-dollar contract for 
electrical and air conditioning work 
to a competitor it says is not teebni- 
callv qualified to do tbe work.
I he board of Supervisors held orf 
making a decision on the contract, 
which the county’s staff had tenta­
tively awarded to Fleetricraft Inc. of 
.San Luis Obispo over Pacific West 
Fnerg\- Solutions of Cirover Beach.
Ciounty attorneys will further ex­
plore the legalities, and supervisors
will revisit the question June 8.
• • •
LOS AN(;ELL:S (M C D —  l or 
the first time, physicists have con­
firmed that certain subatomic par­
ticles have mass and that they could 
accotmt for a large proportion of 
matter in the utiiverse, the so-called 
dark matter that ,istrophysicists 
know is there but that cannot be ob- 
sersed by conventional means.
Ihe finding concerns the behav­
ior of neutrinos, ghost-like particles 
that travel at the speed of light. In the 
new experiment, physicists captured 
a muon neutrino in the prtreess of 
transforming into a tau neutrino.
Researchers had strongly believed 
that such transformations occtir be­
cause they have been able to observe 
the disap|H-arance of muon neutri­
nos in a variety of experiments.
National
FLORIDA (M C D  Ibey are 
nature’s most powerful storms, able 
to wrench off roofs, bhnv out win­
dows, rip down trees and otherwise 
ravage a large metropolitan area.
Major hurricanes, categories .L 
4 and S, prodtice sustained winds 
from 110 mph tt) as much as 185 
mph and can generate storm surges 
nu)re than 20 feet above normal tide 
levels.
With the 2010 Atlantic hur­
ricane sea-son starting luesday, ex­
perts say there is a significant chance 
one or more of these mttnsters will 
strike the U..S. coast over the next 
six months. Ihe reason; It could be­
an extremely active year with up to 
14 hurricanes, .seven major, forecast­
ers said.
•  • •
NFAX' YORK (MCT) —  Inter­
national arms control inspectors 
say sensitive equipment that could 
be used to extracr plutonium for 
an atomic bomb has gone missing 
from a Lehran laboratory months 
after the apparatus was disclosed to 
a United Nations watchdog agency.
yXnalysts have been divided over 
why Iran has failed to u.se its full 
enrichment capacity. Some have 
argued that evidence suggests Iran 
is experiencing technical and sup­
ply troubles. Others suggest Iran 
is hoarding its uranium supplies to 
use when it [x-rfects a generation t)f 
more efficient centrifuges.
International
VALICAN (MCL) —  Ihe Vati­
can said Monday that Rope Benedict 
XV'l has accepted the resignation 
of a .senior C'atholic cleric who has 
been accused of sexually as.saulting a 
teenage girl in Nigeria.
Archbishop Richard Anthony 
Burke resigned from the pastoral 
care of the archdiocese of Benin 
Cary, Nigeria, the Vatican said, with­
out elaborating on the reasons for 
the cleric’s departure from office.
liarlier this year a wtiman aged in 
her 40s and living in C a^nada made 
a complaint against Burke in which 
she claimed he had sexually assault­
ed her while she was still in her teens 
and then engaging in a 20-year af­
fair with her.
• • •
JAPAN (MCT) —  At first 
glance, Pusuke might not look like 
a particularly special dog— a hum­
ble male mixed-breed owned by a 
housewife in Sakura, Japan. But the 
.seemingly common canine is now 
25 years old, a life span so extraor­
dinary that he may be recogni/,ed 
by Ciuinness V(4>rld Records as the 
world’s oldest living dog.
Pusuke is so long in the tooth 
that his age in “dog years” is equiva­
lent to more than 1 20 years for a 
human.
His owner, Yumiko Shinohara, 
41, will soon begin the application 
process to have him certified as a 
world record holder.
Regulation
am tim ied frotn p,t^f /
Arkan.s;is Democrat Blanche Lincoln, 
the chairman, faced a primar\ chal­
lenge and wanted to show' voters she 
Wits tough on Wall Street. Lincoln now 
faces a jime 8 runoff, a day after the 
Senate rettirns from its Memorial Day 
recess —  freeing her, and Democrats, 
from having to keep up the appeal to 
Arkansas liberals.
C^ongressional leaders, with the 
help of the White I louse, have chosen 
a bipartisan team of negotiators, allied 
conferees, whore likely to find com­
mon ground on the.se issues quickly.
“It sounds obvious, but you look at 
ever\'thing and try to find the best ap­
proach,” said Sen. Jack Reed, D-R.I., 
part of the Democrats’ negotiating 
team.
While conferee .Sen. Judd Ciregg, 
R-N.H., .said, “there are a lot of places 
where we can make progress,” but he 
wasn’t overly optimistic that his or oth­
er Republican views would be heard.
“If the same party controls the 
House, .Senate and presidency, they 
don’t need anybody in that room ex­
cept the two chairmen and admin­
istration officials . . .  to make all the 
decisions,” he said. “ Ihis is very much 
a vehicle of the majority.”
Ihe conferees are ex[x-cted to write 
the final bill in coming weeks, with fi­
nal votes in each house likely by late 
June.
“1 understand the urgency for the 
financial stability of the country ... it’s 
hard for me to think it’s going to make 
us much more than a month,” Rep. 
Barney Frank, D-Mxss., the chairman 
of the Hou.se Financial .Services (aim-
mittee and Dodd’s negotiating coun­
terpart, told reporters on May 21.
Ihe VC'hite House isn’t expecting a 
bumpy road.
“Any single provision I think is 
cra/y to discuss ,is a veto threat, ” Farrell 
of the National F'conomics C.ouncil 
told reporters on May 2b, adding that 
there’s nothing on the horizon that 
would warrant a veto threat.
Among the rea.sons for the unusu­
ally conciliatoiy' mood surrounding 
the talks:
— Politics: “If I were a Republi­
can, I’d be hard pre.ssed to vote against 
financial regtilation,” said Burdett 
Foomis, profes.sor of political science at 
the University of Kansas, especially less 
than six months before congressional 
elections. Politicians mtist shtiw they 
can get tough with Wall Street, eras­
ing voters’ memories of the unpopular 
2008 bailouts of troubled financial 
firms.
— Bipartisanship: Dodd and .Sen. 
Richard Shelby of Alabama, the top 
committee Republican, made sure 
during this month’s debate that the 
two parties alternated offering amend­
ments. As a result, some major CiOP 
changes were accepted, such as Florida 
.Sen. Cicorge Ix-Mieux’s plan to instruct 
government agencies to stop relying 
solely on credit ratings w-hen me;isur- 
ing creditworthiness.
—  Ihe Players: Dodd and Frank 
will lead the committee, and Ixith have 
a long historv' of w'orking with Repub­
licans on major legislation. .Sen. Bob 
Ciorker, R- lenn., will participate, even 
though it’s unusual for a junior mem- 
Ix-r of the .Senate to be included in such 
t.ilks. C'orker was involved earlier this 
year in compromise efforts, complain­
ing later that his views were largely ig­
nored.
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California voters back pot legalization, but support is shaky
John H oeffe l
IX )s a n (;k i .e s  t i m e s
IX3S ANCiHLKvS —  C'alifornia voters, 
by a modest margin, think they should 
be allowed to grow and consume mar­
ijuana, according to a new poll that 
also lound more than 1 in 3 voters had 
tried pot and more than 1 in 10 had lit 
up in the past year.
Ihe Ix)s Angeles Times/USC poll 
found that voters back the marijuana 
legalization measure on the November 
ballot, 49 percent to 4l percent, with 
about 10 percent uncertain about it. 
But support lor the initiative is unsta­
ble, with x)ne-third ol the supporters 
saying they favor it only “somewhat.”
“ Ihe got)d news for proponents is 
that they are starting off with a decent 
lead. Ihe good news for the opposi­
tion is that initiatives that start off at 
less than SO percetu in the polls usual- 
Iv have a hard time," said Dan Schnur, 
director of U.S(Vs Jesse M. Unruh In­
stitute of Politics.
Ihe poll also points to a demo­
graphic group that is likely to [)lay a 
key role —  women, particularly those 
who are married. Men favor legali/xt-
voters are most inclined to see pot tax­
es as a way to plug holes in local and 
state budgets.
Voters were also split over whether 
legalized marijuana would worsen so­
cial problems, such as increasing crime 
and triggering higher marijuana use 
among teenagers. Ihose concerns ap­
pear to have much more potency with 
voters than the debate over tax rev­
enues. Among those who oppose the 
initiative, 83 percent think it would 
add to the states social woes; 55 per­
cent of married women also believe 
that.
Raul Martinez, a Democrat from 
W(H)dland, outside of Sacramento, 
said he smoked pot as a teenager. 
He believes the measure would end 
up being expensive for local govern­
ments. “It’s going to turn around and 
cost them more money becau.se more 
crime is going to come from it,” the 
47-year-old father said.
Ihe survey of 1,506 registered vot­
ers was conducted beuveen May 19 
and 26 for the 1 os Angeles Times and 
the University of Southern (Califor­
nia College of [otters. Arts and Sci­
ences by the Democratic polling firm 
Uireenberg (.Quinlan Rosner and the
I don’t think (marijuana) any 
more harmful than alcohol
—  Chris Donnelly
In il i 'p i iiilctii \c )u r
lion, but women are split. Among 
married women, 49 percent reject the 
measure while 40 [lercent are in favor 
ot the initiative.
Denise Silva, a 55-yeai-old court 
clerk from Pleasanton, in Alameda 
( ounrv’, said she is struggling with the 
issue. “I sw.iy from cl.iy tt» day,” she 
said. A mother of two grown children, 
she opposes drug use for moral reasons 
but knows people who have smoked 
for tour decades with no apparent 
harm.
“It’s .still going to cotuinue to Ixr 
sold, so since it is, might’s well let the 
government get their piece of the pie, ” 
she said.
Bx)th sides are likely to target moth­
ers, Schnur said. Ihe measure’s backers, 
for example, could argue that Ic'galizj- 
tion would bring more tax money for 
sch(H)ls, while opponents could insist 
that it would put children at risk.
Ihe poll found voters closely di­
vided on those arguments.
Ihe measure’s suppxirters say mari­
juana taxes could raise more than a bil- 
lix)n dollars in revenue; opponents dis­
pute that. Among voters, 42 percent 
belicwe that estimate and 38 percent 
think it is wildly exaggerated. Ihe No­
vember initiative authorizes cities and 
counties, but not the state, to legalize 
and tax .sales.
In lx)s Angeles C'ounty, the epicen­
ter of the (ireen  Rush with more than 
600 medical m arijuana dispcTi.saries,
Republican firm American Viewpoint. 
Ihe margin ot sampling error w.ts plus 
or minus 2.6 percentage points for the­
me rail sample and slightly larger for 
smaller breakdowns.
Attitiulc's toward legalization di­
verge sharply by ,ige, with supfsort 
much higher among younger voters. A 
majority of voters 65 and older oppose 
legalizxition. Among voters benveen 
45 and 64, 49 }x-rcent support it. But 
among those 30 to 44, 53 pc-rcent arc- 
in favor, and that rises to 61 pc-rcent 
among tho.se 18 to 29.
Chris Donnelly, a 25-year-old sub­
stitute teacher from .San Diego, has 
never touched pot but strongly favors 
the initiative and believes it could sup- 
jx)rt s c h (X ) l s .  “It wouldn’t bother me 
one bit if marijuana were legal,” the 
independent voter said. “I don’t think 
it’s any more harmhil than alcohol."
Ihe fx)ll also offers an unusually 
detailed ltx)k at who is using mari­
juana in C^ifornia.
Among those surveyed, 37 percent 
of voters said they had tried pot —  a 
figure roughly consistent with federal 
surveys of drug use —  and that group 
strongly supports the initiative. Ihe 
11 percent who had u.sed marijuana in 
the last year favored legalization by a 
landslide, 82 pc-rcent.
By contrast, the 57 pc-rcent of vot­
ers who said they have never used 
marijuana oppo.«e the initiative.
¡SHARING IS CARirUGt
ui ui uf . m u^lcm  9 <lo i III • n e l
(Hey, it’ll give you something to talk to Mom about.)
dhough certain types of voters arc 
more likely to light up, marijuana 
use cuts across all demographic slices, 
reaching beyond the cliches of skate­
boarders and aging hippies.
A matchup in the governor’s race 
between Democrat Jerry Brown, who 
governed the state in the 1970s, and 
Republican Meg Whitman, the for­
mer EBay executive, clearly illustrates 
this. Voters who have tried marijuana 
make up 45 percent of Brown’s sup­
porters, and 37 percent of Whitman’s. 
But both candidates oppose legalizii- 
tion.
Among Democrats and Indepen-
dents, 12 percent had used marijuana 
in the last year, as had 7 percent of Re­
publicans. About a (juarter of the vot­
ers in each slice of the state’s electorate 
.said they experimented with the drug 
in the past, but not in the last year.
One of the biggest differences is be­
tween men and women. Among male 
voters, 45 percent said they had used 
marijuana, 14 pc-rcent in the past year. 
Among female voters, 29 percent said 
they had tried it, but just 8 percent in 
the past year.
Ihe heaviest use of marijuana 
skipped a generation. Ihe youngest 
voters, between 18 and 29, reported
the highest percentage of marijuana 
use in the past year, followed by vot­
ers between 50 and (A, who could be 
their parents or even grandparents. 
Ihose voters came of age in the mari­
juana-hazed Vietnam War era.
Ihe chance that a (California voter 
has used marijuana is higher for college 
graduates than high school graduates 
and rises with income. Use is highest 
among single voters and lowest among 
married ones. Voters north of the Bay 
Area, home to the weed-raising Em­
erald Iriangle, are most likely to have 
u.sed marijuana, while voters in the 
( Central Valley are least likely.
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Electro-dance-pop group MGMT packs Avila Beach concert
Jo h n  M c C u llo u g h
J O H N  M C C U L IO U G H .  M D ^ G M A I l . C O M
Me ¡M l’ played for a nearly sold- 
out crowd at Avila Beach Resort 
I riday night. The concert followed 
criticism from fans and music crit­
ics alike in regards to M (iM  F’s 
lack of stage presence and reputa­
tion lor leaving out certain fan fa­
vorites from its performances.
The electro-pop hand’s most 
recent release, “(Congratulations,” 
has had a hard time gaining ap­
proval. Some critics have said the 
hand is actively trving to alienate 
some of its audience with the artis­
tic direction the hand has taken.
It the crowd’s reception of the 
haiul’s set on I ridav was an\ in­
dication, MCiM I may flnalls he 
winning over skeptics ot their 
sophomoric release.
Regardless of whether “(a)ii- 
gratulations” will produce the 
amount of success of the hand’s 
previous aihum, “Oracular Spec- 
tacttlar," at least a portion of l-'ri- 
day’s crowd seemed to have gotten 
what it wanted, f ans near the stage 
danced for most of the night sing­
ing lyrics to the songs they knew. 
I'or some, this was the first time 
they had heard the songs from 
their most recent release, which 
came out earlier this year.
Matt Kuhat, a 26-year-old San 
l.uis Ohispo resident, waited to
hear the hand’s new songs until 
Friday’s concert. He said he want­
ed to he able to make up his mind 
about the new material a lot o f his 
friends had been denouncing.
“It’s a lot easier to make a good 
sound if it isn’t live,” Kuhat said. 
“1 didn’t think they were going to 
he that good live based on what 
I’ve heard. I’m probably going 
to get the (¡1 ) now. There’s a lot 
of throwback sounds: it had that 
‘60s, on-the-heach feel to it.” 
Kuhat said he has been listening 
to MCiM 1 for a while and that he 
finds the hand’s new sound hard to 
articulate.
“When people ask what kind o f 
music they are, it’s really hard to 
say,” he said. “I kind of like that.” 
NX'hile it may he difficult tt) 
describe, M (iM  I ’s music can he 
described as something fans can 
dance to. And for almost the en­
tire duration of the show, that’s 
what more than half o f the roughly 
S ,()()() people in the crowd did.
MCiM I had almost everyone 
near the stage dancing and scream­
ing, whether it was word-for-word 
with their more popular hits or to 
the songs some had never heard 
before. During parts o f the show, 
people w'ere hoisted up on their 
friends’ shoulders to get a better 
view of the band.
Despite the occasional utter­
ance from the crowd for MCiM T
t'HOTO COIJRTKSY MONIKA MARIK
MGM r  performs for a nearly sold-out crowd Friday night at Avila Beach. Ihe band released “(Congratulations” earlier this year.
to play “Kids” or any o f the other 
songs from its 2008 release “O rac­
ular Spectacular,” the crowd didn’t 
shout out anything at the band be­
sides backing vocals to the songs 
they knew.
Fallon FCvenson, a sophomore 
at Cuesta College and Avila Beach 
resident, said she was hoping
M ( j M 1 wouldn’t make a complete 
u-iurn from its set at (Coachella 
and just play the hits everyone 
wanted to hear.
“They blew my expectations 
out o f the water. 1 thought it was 
going to be what everyone else 
wanted, the hits,” Evenson said. 
“The way they did it was so much
better because they played what 
they wanted and it translated to 
us. What made them happy, made 
us happy. That’s pretty much what 
music is about, sharing thoughts 
and feelings and experiences.”
But after opening the show with
see MGMT, page 10
Injuries below the belt: What to do on the way to the ER
Like any other part of the body, our 
naughty bits are prone to injury. 
However, unlike more run-of-the- 
mill cuts and scrapes, we arc less 
likely to .seek medical attention for 
these afflictions, let alone ask our 
mothers to kiss it and make it bet­
ter.
While it can be embarrassing to 
have such intimate injuries treated, 
swallowing one’s pride is the best 
remedy. Although genital injuries 
are rarely fatal, they could effect fer­
tility, potency and the general ap­
pearance o f the area. If you become 
injured, the best way to avoid any 
lasting damage is to overcome your
self-consciousness and seek medi­
cal attention for all but the smallest 
and most Band-Aid-worthy cuts. 
However, while you’re on your way 
to the nearest emergency room or 
waiting for an ambulance to arrive, 
there are a few things you can do to 
help the healing process along.
As anybody who has watched 20 
minutes o f slapstick comedy or sur­
vived their childhood can tell you, 
injuries to the groin can hurt quite a 
lot. Ib is  is for the same reason that 
gentler manipulation can feel erotic: 
a large number o f nerves. Unless one 
o f the arteries in the thigh has been 
broken, any bleeding in the area
I--»
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will probably not be deadly. Bleed­
ing o f this scale can be controlled or 
even stopped by pressing on the cut 
with clean (preferably sterile) gauze 
or fabric.
O f course, life isn’t all simple, al­
beit painful, cuts; there are more se­
rious injuries possible such as when 
the skin is completely or partially 
torn away, either completely or par­
tially. In this situation, bleeding can 
still be slowed with direct pressure. 
Also important to remember is that 
anything separated from the body, 
whether it is a chunk o f skin or a 
whole penis (shudder), it should 
also be wrapped up, put into a plas­
tic bag and put on ice. Keeping the 
amputated part cool increases the 
odds o f successful surgical reattach­
ment, but no reattachment can take 
place until you and the severed part 
reach the hospital, so don’t delay 
the trip to look for ice
If you have been stabbed or im­
paled, direct pre.ssure can still be 
used, but the object itself shouldn’t 
be removed. Even the sharpest 
knife, if kept from moving, will not 
do any more damage, and removing
it could cause more bleeding and 
higher odds o f  infection.
Almost anything that can hap­
pen to the rest o f the body can hap­
pen to the genitals. They can even 
break. The human p>enis contains 
no bones (nicknames notwithstand­
ing), but it does contain three tubes 
o f spongy tissue and when they 
break, it is known as a penile frac­
ture, These tubes fill up with blood 
until they are almost as rigid as an 
actual bone. Like bones, and other 
rigid objects, when enough pressure 
is applied to them in the right direc­
«"TAKING LEARN BY DOING 
TO A WHOLE NEW LEVEL"
Watch weeknights at 5 & 7 p.m. on Charter Channel 19
tion, the tubes can snap and a loud 
‘pop’ is usually heard.
Cleveland Clinic urologist Dr. 
Drogo Montague said the most 
common way to break your penis 
is during sex when a man thrusts 
too hard and hits his partner’s pubic 
bone, or when a woman is too wild 
on top. The break relea.scs the blood 
from the tissue and leaves the penis 
quite dramatically bent, but not 
broken entirely off. Instead, the pe­
nis becomes swollen and black and 
blue like a bruise but is much more 
painful. The tubes can be repaired 
surgically, but if left untreated could 
heal so that the penis is permanent­
ly bent, or even nonfunctional.
When you have an injury, get­
ting it treated should be your top 
priority, no matter how embarrass­
ing it might be. Please, value your 
body (and quite possibly your fu­
ture happiness) more than your 
pride.
Anthony Rust is a  biological sciences 
jun ior an d  Mustang Daily sex colum­
nist.
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Karaoke
$2
Happy Hour 
4-6pm
Two For
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2 For 1 
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Happy Hour 
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Honky Tonk 
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2 Beef Sliders 
B A Pint $5
Thirsty 
Thursday! 
$6 PBR 
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Red Bull 
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B Electro Night
; Half Price Bottle ! 
Service In The 
Loft
$2 Happy Hour 
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Tacos
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Happy Hour 
4-6pm
Steak
Special
Saturday
DJ DONK
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Mimosas 
$20
Karaoke
Cal Poly Day
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$1 Tacos 
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More Bars 8i Restaurants Coming Soon...
MGMT
continued from page H
mainly new material, it started to 
happen. “IMay ‘Kids,’” someone 
yelled from the crowd.
The band received some heat for 
not playing its best-known song at 
its performance at the Coachella 
Valley Music and Arts Festival this 
year, a move that some reviews 
have criticized as being detrimen­
tal to the band members’ career.
As some of the crowd walked 
away from M G M 'F’s Coachella 
performance, a band member re­
sponded with “At least we know 
who our real fans are now.”
I ’he question o f whether 
MCiM F should have played more 
from (Oracular Spectacular will re­
main up for debate. But perhaps 
more pressing is the question of 
whether die-hard fans and casual 
listeners are able to embrace M C- 
M T ’s newest material.
BJ, a local radio disc jockey 
for San I.uis Obispo’s New Rock 
107.3 calls himself a “casual lis­
tener” o f M CM  r  and said he was 
not too impressed with the band’s 
new material. Like many, he had 
heard the poor reviews about the 
band’s stage performances. As a DJ 
at a station that still gives two of 
the hits from Oracular Spectacular 
regular rotation, he said he felt an 
obligation to see the band.
“I don’t think their concert is 
for the casual listener,” BJ said. “I 
would rather just listen to it on 
the C D , to be honest.”
B j recalled that as soon as they 
opened the gates to the concert, 
fans ran to be the ones nearest the 
stage.
“ Fhat was pretty cool,” he 
said.
For those fans who stayed until 
the end of MCiM F’s encore, there 
wasn’t any song left unplayed —  
old or new. MCiM I went through 
all three o f its releases, playing 
nearly every song it’s ever written 
and culminating the show with its
dance sensation, “Kids.”
At that point, frontman Andrew 
VanWyngarden and keyboardist 
Ben Coldwasser ditched their, in­
struments, grabbed microphones 
and danced along with the crowd 
to their biggest hit, immediately 
turning Avila Beach Resort into 
one giant dance party.
Fwenson was in the middle o f 
the crowd for the entire show. 
Fwen though she enjoyed the en­
tire show, “Kids” was the high­
light, she said.
“F.veryone there shared some­
thing. Everyone shared the appre­
ciation for their music,” she said. 
“You could look a stranger in the 
face and smile and it was accepted; 
it felt natural. We were all on the 
same page for once.”
W hether or not MCiM F came 
to Avila thinking it had something 
to prove after its recent reviews, 
the fans’ appreciation of the con­
cert didn’t go unnoticed by the 
band.
VanWyngarden took multiple 
opportunities to thank the audi-
Movie
continuedfrom page 11
and the movie itself begin to fall 
apart when the Monica Lewinsky 
scandal breaks. Blair, who had stood 
by (dinton during his early denials, 
finds the resulting jokes “excruciat­
ingly embarrassing.”
Blair asks Cherie: It he did 
something like that, “Would you 
leave me? ”
“No,” she tells him, “but I’d
make your life hell.”
In addition to excellent casting 
(that's not the real Madeleine .\1- 
bright, but it could be), “ Ihe Spe­
cial Relationship” uses news fot)tage 
of rioting in Northern Ireland and 
horrors in Kostwo. Ihe story carries 
through to 2()()(), when the (din- 
tons visit the Blairs while the Bush- 
Ciore election remains unsettled.
In the end, both politicians are 
disappointed in each other. One 
comes off much better than the 
other, but which that is may de­
pend on your point of view.
ence for coming out and for the ap­
plause after each song. Unlike the 
band’s performance at Coachella, 
he didn’t tell everybody to “please 
go out and buy our album.”
While the last song o f the show 
may have been the highlight, there 
were other moments that stuck 
out as well.
When bassist Matt Asti started 
playing the few opening notes to 
“Electric Feel,” the crowd went 
nuts, d'here wasn’t a single person 
in front o f the stage whose body 
wasn’t moving. The crowd didn’t 
stop moving until the last heat 
of the last song o f the night, and 
the smirk on VanWyngarden’s face 
seemed to show MCiM I was hap­
py for the approval.
MCiM F’s performance might 
not have sold everyone on “C on­
gratulations.” It did, however, give 
an opportunity for fans and critics 
to see a band whose popularity is 
growing and make up their own 
minds about whether the hand can 
do more than put out a successful 
album full of catchy songs.
tired of using
two hands to
mustangdaily.net
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Sheen, Quaid star in movie 
on US, Britain relationship
Gail P enn ing to n
sr. lo r is  I’osT-msPATCM
Former British Prime Minister lony 
Blair doesn’t star as himself in the 
fascinating new 11BC) movie “ Ihe 
Special Relationship,” hut viewers 
—  American viewers, at least —  
might he forgiven for thinking he 
does.
Michael Sheen plays Blair for 
the third time in screenwriter Peter 
Morgan’s Blair trilogy, which Began 
with “ Ihe Deal,” made for British 
I V and seen on IIBCX and con­
tinued on the Big screen with the 
Oscar-nominated “ Ihe Queen.”
lhat movie examined Blair’s 
dealings with Queen Kli/.aheth 
11, played royally By Helen Mir­
ren, who took home the Academy 
Award for the role. In “ Ihe Special 
Relationship,” Blair is again a hit 
overshadowed By a larger-than-life 
figure, in this case President Bill 
(dinton.
Sheen Built his Blair monopt)ly 
on a strong resemhlance to the Brit­
ish politician, who led the l.ahour 
Party into power and served as 
prime minister from l ‘)97 to 2007.
r<) play Clinton, producers 
turned to someone who didn’t 
much resemhle the former presi­
dent, at least not superficially. But 
after packing on 35 pounds, sup­
posedly By eating at McDonald’s a 
lot, and having his hair shorn and 
grayed, Dennis Quaid Becomes an 
entirely BelievaBle Bill.
Ihe “special relationship” of the 
movie’s title doesn’t refer specifical­
ly to Blair and (dinton But to the 
traditionally close ties and mutual 
support Between the United States 
and (ireat Britain. But when the 
comic Cd>le Porter song “Friend­
ship” plays over the opening titles, 
featuring photos of U.S. presidents 
with British prime ministers, we 
know this won’t Be a stodgy histori­
cal reflection.
Instead, we meet a young, deer- 
in-the-headlights I'ony Blair in 
1992, so much a noBody that the 
driver who picks him up at the air­
port in Witshington won’t even help 
him put his Bag in the trunk. He’s 
in town to get advice on how to 
return the LaBour Party to pow'er. 
Four years later, he’s Back, this time 
embraced By Cdinton as the future 
prime minister.
Ihe scene in which Blair visits 
the Clinton White House is deli­
cious, and vSheen looks like a little 
Boy about to see Santa as he ap­
proaches the Oval Office. It’s easy 
to see him Being swept away By 
Cdinton’s powerful charisma.
Quaid has perfected Clinton’s 
voice, smile and Body language. 
Hope Davis, as the future secre­
tary o f state, doesn’t look much 
like Hillary, But her performance 
is nuanced and touching, especially 
when her marriage is shattered By 
the thunderbolt o f her husband’s 
affair.
Helen McCrory, who played 
Cherie (“Cdie-RF'F'”) Blair in “ Ihe 
Queen,” returns Believably to that 
role.
“ Ihe Special Relationship” is 
most enjoyable when it contrasts 
the lives and style of the Cdintons 
and the Blairs. As Pony heads off to 
Washington to meet with Clinton, 
Cdierie is hanging up wet laundry, 
and his good shirt needs launder­
ing. She marvels to learn the size of 
Hillary’s staff and of her pow'erful 
position in the administration.
Ihe (dintons, especially Bill, are 
dubious about the Blairs.
“You know, she’s from Liver­
pool,” Bill tells Hillary while eating 
tortilla chips. “It’s the Arkansas of 
Faigland. ”
Ihe Clintt)n-Blair relationship 
see Movie, ptige !0
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Laws should be simple and 
all encompassing to be fair
Wc .irc .1 country of laws aiul 
manv would sav those laws arc 
what keeps otir society cisili/ed 
and allow us ro go ahotit otir busi­
ness in an orderly and structured 
st)ciety. Mtich of what political de­
bates consist of is arguments as to 
what the laws should or should not 
be. I d like to take a step hack for a 
minute though and look at the big 
picture of laws. Ibis is a stibject we 
all should agree on, hut not ail laws 
are how we want them to he.
Ihe laws should be all encom­
passing, meaning that they apply to 
everyone and in all circtimstances. 
There are sometimes special cases 
where unordinary actions are gen­
erally permitted (perhaps an emer­
gency responder on a call) hut these 
special cases should be considered 
when laws are drafted and enacted. 
The law should be explicit in what 
it means, and there should be no 
exceptions that are just generally 
understood to exist but that aren't 
actually enumerated in the law it­
self. The reasoning for this is that 
laws should be respected. If it’s just 
generally undersu*od that in cer­
tain circumstances it’s okay to vio­
late the law, then all laws lose some 
ol their weight and respect.
•Additionally, laws should lie 
clear and concise. Ihe whole point 
tit liaving laws revt)lve>; .iround the 
expectation ftir people to follow 
them, and in onler tor people to 
tolhiw laws thev first have to un­
derstand them. Its ama/ing how 
main laws we have now that are 
ditflcuh to undersi.md. Not onlv 
are some laws dithcult to under­
stand. hut the sheer number ot laws 
we have makes it imptissihle tor anv 
one person to actuallv know all ilie 
laws. Havingan inordinate luimher 
ttf laws has a similar ctfect as having 
unclear laws: people wtin't know 
and understand them and thus are 
likelv to not follow them.
It would .seem to me that hav­
ing laws that arc all encompass­
ing, clear, and concise would he 
in everyone's best interest. After 
all, we want to establish a playing 
Held with clear rules as well as clear
consequences tor what happens 
when you break those rules. Un­
fortunately, 1 don’t believe our laws 
possess any of those three cjualities, 
which begs the question —  why 
don i they?
I think we can attribute much of 
our poor legislation to the games of 
politics. It has bectime in ("ongress’ 
best interest to have long and com­
plicated laws. .Accountability goes 
out the window when people can't 
make sense of 1 ,()()()-page bills. 
It’s hard to track down what gets 
slipped iti and has absolutely noth­
ing to do with the title of the hill.
1 urthermore, it’s uni«irtunate 
that the hills are so lengthy as it 
makes it ditHctih for a representa­
tive to vote on the hill, just about 
any hill is hound to have some 
good provisions and had provisitms 
In anv individual s standards, so it 
leaves representatives in a quandarv 
ot whether or not the good out­
weighs the had. Its pr.icticallv the 
norm these days that representa­
tives vote tor had laws just hecause 
they re attached to ones they ap­
prove ot. I'ndoulnediv though over 
time the imire v|uesiionalile laws 
pile up and their effects hecome 
more and more apparent.
I think this process inevitably 
alienates all of the ptipulation. Dif­
ferent enforcement agents will im- 
doulnedly m.tkc y«ni face these laws 
at one point or another, whether it 
be an agency, a police officer, an 
IRvS agent, etc. The law has become 
a force against even those who w ish 
to abide by it. The law’ has become 
not about protecting us, hut it has
started to entrap us. This concept is 
not new but perhaps irs significance 
and importance has been forgotten.
People routinely hire accountants to 
do their taxes for them, as taxes are 
ridiculously complex. People also 
routinely hire attorneys .md often 
times people’s guilt depends not on 
how well their attorney can argue 
rheir case, hut because of their at- 
tornevs knowledge of the laws and 
relevant judicial eases.
When laws hecome so numer­
ous, so complex, and so impossible 
to grasp, they stop serving the pur­
pose of laws.
Aaron Berk is a com puter engi­
neering ju n ior an d  Mustang D aily 
p olitica l columnist.
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( 'andidate is from a sc Ik k i I with 
a MRI, ‘red’ light. VC’ere he to come to 
( al Poly, wxnild that lake us back to 
‘red’ light status from our current ‘yel­
low’ status, I wonder.
—  Brian Kettnelly
In response to “New l^ resident should 
learn jw m  Hikers blunders ’ ’
Stephanie,
While I generally didn’t agree with
your jKilitical positions, 1 am glad that 
you wrote for the Daily and sukkI up 
tor your beliefs. I know it is seldtim 
easy taking criticism, but you pushexj 
through it and let your views he known. 
The Daily is better off for having had 
you write for the paper. Hopetiilly the 
Daily will he able to Hnd another lib­
eral as p.issionate and articulate as you. 
(  i c h k I  luck with’ your future endeavors 
and I wish you the Ix'st.
—  Aaron Berk 
In response to “l.ihenil Lens bids 
fareuell"
Well, Steph, before your detractors 
start ripping on you, let me congratu­
late you on the work you’ve done. Your 
columns were honest, gracious, and
provocative. As far as 1 can tell, stime 
of the best political debate at C?al Poly 
happened right here -  in the “Reply” 
section of your columns. (ìtxxf work, 
Stephanie, (kxl ble.ss you, and ( hhI 
bless America!
—  Anonymous 
In response to “Libend Lens bids 
ßtreu rll”
X O r ia  'Ilic Mnsuwg Daily Jcafurcs se­
lect cofuinails that arc urittai in n'sjHmsc 
to articles ¡wted online. Though not all 
the n'sponscs arc printed, the Mustang 
Daily prints connnenis that arc cohir- 
ent and fdshr intelligent discussion on a 
giirn siihjcct. No oirirapitalination, please.
N‘ : i» i‘
Thinness does not equal perfection
On a late Saturday night, 1 flipped 
through the guide on my television, 
excited about finding one of my favor­
ite shows from the ‘90s. Lucky me, 1 
managed to click on Nickelodeon just 
as a diet pill commercial started. Hav­
ing seen the 30-second segment cor­
relating sex and a thin body numerous 
times, 1 zoned out and merely laughed 
to myself, wondering how proud the 
parents of the young man and woman 
must be as the actors flaunted their 
sexuality by holding each other top­
less.
As the commercial started to 
end, the company flashed its name 
a few more times, promising “rapid 
weight loss” and a 100 percent guar­
antee. F.ven though 1 had seen the ad 
a countless number of times, nothing 
could prepare me for the final line 1 
had never noticed before: “It’s great to 
be thin!”
Normally, this blatant stab at the 
self-esteem of youtig girls everywhere 
wouldn’t have bt)thered me. I’m used 
to seeing ridiculous dieting commer­
cials that encourage people to rake un­
known pills to lose weight, throwing 
any side effects to the wind. But this 
one hit me deep.
Zantrex isn’t just stuffing its prod­
uct down viewers’ throats —  it is per­
petuating an idea that kills thousands 
a year.
Ihe slogan and commercial dis­
playing the sexualized and glistening 
bodies of a man and woman aren’t tell­
ing us that being skinny is healthy. In­
stead the message is that taking Auit- 
rex makes us thin and only when we 
are thin, are we sexually ap|x*aling and 
worthy of any sexual gratification.
By the third diet pill .ulvertisement 
by the same compans 10 minutes lat­
er. 1 NS as nauseated.
1 have to wonder —  do [leople re­
ally buy into this commercial and the 
crap this company is hawkingr W hen 
did we make the decision that Iseing 
thin is the ‘great’ wav to be?
But when society is telling models 
that being a size four is ‘too fat,’ what 
other ideals are young girls supposed 
to get?
According to an article by Chris­
tine I^agorio for CBS News, approxi­
mately 45 million Americans diet each 
year and spend between $ 1 and $2 bil­
lion on weight-loss programs, fhe Al­
liance for Eating Disorders Awareness 
reports that dieting and diet -related 
programs are the most common be­
haviors that lead to an eating di.sorder.
W^en the journal of the American 
Dietetic Association is reporting that 
more than 50 percent of nine and 10 
year olds reported that they feel better 
about themselves while on a diet, I’d 
say we have a problem. And Zantrex 
is not helping the matter with their 
patented slogan.
I’m all for being healthy, working 
out and eating right if that is what a 
person is into. Not stuffing yourself 
daily with fatt)' foods, candy and al­
cohol is important to keep your mind 
and body in top shape. But where is 
the line?
Elementar)' school girls are dieting, 
size six models are considered “plus­
sized,” and men can now purchase 
slimming shirts that criss-cross in the 
back, support their love handles and 
reduce their pants size by two.
Scientists and nutritionists report 
that America has an eating and weight 
epidemic and every year a new state is 
named the fattest in America. 1 agree 
there is a prttblem, but maylx' it’s about 
time these knowledgeable .scienti.sts 
and nutritionists take a look around 
and notice a whole ix‘w epidemic that 
is starving tor our attention.
LJntil then, thank vou, Zjntrex, tor 
making me feel unattractive and not 
worth). I’ll lx‘ in m\ room. E.ating my 
feel i tigs.
I ft it ill Roflri<; u^‘;  is </ jouriiiilinn 
lunror tinf/ Musiting D,tih iiris Cf/ilor.
SEE IT. 
WATCH IT. 
CLICK IT.
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Advertisement is offensive
I am dcvply upset with the adver­
tising submittt*d in the Daily. In the 
Ihursday, May 27 newspaper, on
page 5, the Daih ran a pro-life ,kI- 
veriisement. 1 .mi offended because a 
news organiz..uit»n, the Daik should 
remain unbiased. Ihc Daily has been 
infamous in the past for running sex­
ist ads, but now this. How could you 
let this one slip? Don't you think the 
student Ixxly will lx  disgusted by 
this? (?al Poly already has a reputa­
tion for matter like this and this is just 
worsening it. Ihe .idvertisements in
the Daily represent us as well because 
thev are choices C?al I’ol) student have 
made. 1 am a journalism junior and 
have Ixen through a good amount of 
mv journalism courses and know that 
advertisements like this should not be 
in a newspafxr. Realizx' that this of­
fends your public.
Jitrut M erefiith 
journalism  jun ior
W H A T S  Y O U R
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250 words and are 
subject to editing 
for grammar, 
spelling and style.
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Help Wanted
L. A. Area Summer Day 
Camps Counselors, 
lifeguards & much more. 
www.daycampjobs.com
DAY CAMP SEEKS 
SUMMER STAFF 
San Fernando 
Conejo Valleys 
$3275 - $3500+ 
(888)784-CAMP 
www.workatcamp.com
SALES REP POSITIONS 
FT-PT. Must have own 
Laptop & Vehicle. 
Direct Sales & Internet 
Experience Preferred. 
Email Resume 
w/Cover Letter 
slosalesjobs@gmail.com
X T
Announcement
Classifieds Free for 
Students! Get yours 
in the paper now! E-mail 
it to our Gmail address! 
MustangDailyClassifieds@ 
gmail.com
Make Money Online 
“How to Start Your Own 
Internet Business in Less 
Than a Week”
FREE presentation spon­
sored by the Entrepreneur- 
ship Club. Learn how to 
make money online.
Tues 5/18 at 7pm. 
Bldg. 38 Rm. 133. For info: 
lukejrichter@gmail.com
T
For Rent
One block from Cal Poly 
1 bedroom apartment, 
utilities included, no pets, 
walk to school. $850/month. 
On site shared laundry and 
off site parking. Email 
hcorbett2070@yahoo.com 
or call Holly at: 
805-550-8637.
$595 Room for Rent Near 
Cal Poly. Includes private 
bathroom and patio 
Contact: 805-218-2504
Los dsos Pemale 
Roommate Wanted, own 
bathroom, no pets, $475 
plus security 
(805)503-8072
Apartment for Rent 
772 Boysen St. in SLO 
Close to Cal Poly 
Water, Trash & Internet Paid 
$1125/mo + Deposit 
805-704-2857
mustangdaity.net
always sometning new.
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PROMOTIONAL ITEMS
805.547.1622 1 5%  OFF• I ÄU CAI poivomitiw
wvwv.leftcoasttees.com
For Sale
Mini Fridge for sale. Almost 
new with freezer! please call: 
(818)389-9962
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Y O G U R Tcreations
OVER 60 DIFFERENT TOPPINGS
up (Ó; *'ww.ilovevC‘gu’tcre itions "or
Always fresh always the best
Ready for the
Big DayP
Don't forget shirts M  
for the party!
Wt'rt not j«ist shirts! 
Hats, polos, lacktts..
jcarroll.com
595-1000
9rapliks#iurroll.coin
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LET riE (ÍIVE 
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NUMBER
G m v . K  BRADLEY. ARE VOU 
IMPRESSED? I'VE 6I0TTEN 
A CUTE GIRL'S PHONE 
NUMBER ON THREE 
CONSECUTIVE NKiiHTS
YEAH. JOE DIMAGGIO'S 
56-GlAME HilTlNGi STREAK 
HAS NOTHlfG ON YOO
El)c iscXv JJork 2>imc0
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz No. 0427
Across
I Tiny
7 End of a 
Shakespeare 
play
I I  MP3 holders
14 Artist Diego
15 One who talks 
only about 
himself, say
16 Egg layer
17 Genesis duo
19 Historical time
20 Fish-fowl 
connector
21 It's found on a 
nightstand
23 -Wan with 
the Force
26 Chum
28 “Enough'"
29 Certain 
mustache shape
33 Not great, but 
not awful either
34 TV part
35 Computer 
capacity, 
informally
38 Moans of slaying 
toasty at night
43 Yankee 
nickname 
starling in 2004
44 Control, as 
expenses
46 Treated, as a 
sprained ankle
50 American 
symbol
52 “Let's play!"
55 Ma)or coll 
fraternity
56 Sunburned
57 Made possible
5 9 “ _ moment!"
( “Don't rush 
me!")
61 French pronoun
62 Street weapon 
... or a hint to 
the circled letters 
in this puzzle
68 Under the 
weather
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69 Bond girl 
Kurylenko
70 Spotted feline
71 Profs.’ helpers
72 Wall Street inits
73 Darcy's 
Pemberley, e g., 
in “Pride and 
Prejudice"
Down
1 Parabola, e g.
2 Maria
3 Prefix with duct
4 Target audience 
of Details 
magazine
5 Country with a 
Guardian 
Council
6 One use of a 
Swiss Army knife
7 Lawyers'org
8 Ty with batting 
titles
9 Sequoias, e g
10 Open grassland
11 Penny-pincher, 
slangily
12 Skin layer
13 Wake with a 
start
18 Blah
22 Lonely Boys 
(rock band)
23 Cries of surprise
24 T h e  Well- 
Tempered 
Clavier" 
composer
25 Memo starter
27 Greek L's
30 Org monitoring 
narcotics 
smuggling
31 " thousand 
flowers bloom"
32 Bible study 
Abbr
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36 Tool you can 
lean on
37 Snick s partner
39 When you 
entered this 
work) Abbr
40 Seoul-based 
automaker
41 Hvyy planner
42 10-point Q. e g.
45 Actor Beatty
46 “That's clear"
47 Kind of oil
48 Contacts via the 
Net
49 Girl with a 
coming-out party
51 Secular
53 Johnny who 
used to cry 
"Come on 
down'"
54 As of late 
58 Shovels
60 Rudimentary 
education
63 Bo
64 Redo, in tennis
65 mode
66 Half of a colon
67 Summer on the 
Seme
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For answers, call 1-900-285-5656 St 49 a minute; or, with a credit 
card. 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years 1-888-7-ACROSS 
AT&T users Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit 
nytimes com.'mobilexword for more information 
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2.000 past 
puzzles, nyhmes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year)
Share tips: nytimes com/wordplay
Crosswords for young solvers, n^imes com/fearning/xwords
Off Campus Housing
Sign up for Instant E-mail Rental Updates
www.FarrellSmyth.com-
(805) 543-2636 • 21 Santa Rosa Street Ste 150, SLO 
properfymanagement@fa(Tellsmyth com
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Tennis
coutiHiied from page 16
4Stli, recorded dieir most notable 
victory of the season on March 21 
when they handed the then No. 2 
ranked Stanford pairing of l.indsay 
Burdette and Hilary Barte an 8-5 
defeat.
“We .sat at the team champion­
ships final on Monday and the play­
ers realized the quality of victories 
they had recorded this year,” Bream 
added. “ Ihis season, Brittany and 
Suzie showed that they could com-
pete and excel against any team in 
the nation and they proved that 
again today.”
Blalock, the first Vltistang in pro­
gram history to earn fotir All-Big 
West first team singles selections, 
retired as (ail Boly’s all-time singles 
victories leader with an 84-55 col­
legiate mark. I he 2007 Big West 
Freshman of the Year selection, Blal­
ock also captured all-conference first 
team doubles praise during each of 
her final three years. Matzenauer, a 
2008 transfer from Northwestern, 
earned both All-Big West first team 
singles and doubles recognition dur­
ing each of her seasons at C^ ial Poly.
Baseball
continued from  page 16
cept the first. Ihe Mustangs more 
than doubled ('al State Bakersfield 
totals in runs and hits. Ihe Mus­
tangs had every starter in the line­
up hit safely multiple times and six 
players who boasted multiple RBI
while allowing four earned runs off 
six hits. His replacement, senior 
relief pitcher Mark DeVincenzi 
pitched four-plus —  his longest 
stint as a Mustang —  matching a 
career-high six strikeouts while fail­
ing to give up an earned run.
“He came in, in a part o f the 
game where we didn’t have a lot o f 
energy. We hadn’t pitched well up
I told Coach Lee it has been the best 
experience I have had in my entire 
life and I thanked him for the oppor­
tunity he gave me four years ago.
—  Adam Melker
Senior c en ter  fielder
Sisler sets sights on championships
MlISIANt, DAII.Y SIAH Kl.fORl
Sophomore Whitney Sisler finished 
seventh and earned a trip tr> the 
NCAA I rack and Field Champi­
onships on the final day of compe­
tition of the NC'AA West Regitrnal 
in AiLstin, FX on Saturday.
Sisler cleared 5 feet, 1 1.25 inch­
es, improving frmn her previous 
mark of 5 feet, 10.75 inches.
She cleared the same height as 
the winner, Neidra C'ovington of 
FC'U, but earned'seventh due to 
more misses.
Sisler will be the lone Mustang 
to advance to the champion.ships.
Junior jasmine Pickett failed to 
advance; she posted a 36th place 
finish in the triple jump. Pickett, 
who earned All-American honors 
last year in the triple jump, had a 
leap of 39 feet, 6 inches.
Pickett had her season best jump 
of 42 feet, 4 inches at the Big West 
(championships.
Senior Joe Gatel, the Big West 
(champion in the 10,000-meter 
run, failed to finish the 5,000-me­
ter race Saturday evening.
Catel entered the race w ith the with 
a setison best time of 13:57.54, a time 
that would have won the c|ualifving 
race to advance to the N(]AA Cham­
pionships.
On Friday, sophomore lenise 
Brewer just missed advancing to the 
quarterfinal in the 100 meter hurdles 
while six other Mustangs competed in 
the .second day of competition.
Brewer finished 27th, running in 
the first heat of the women’s 100m 
htirdles, and finished with a time of 
13.83. Ihe top 24 advanced to Satur­
day’s quarterfinal with a time of 13.70 
or better.
Famika Robinson of Illinois posted 
the fastest time, 13.60, running in the 
third heat.
Brewer’s season best time of 13.79 
was posted at the Mt. Sac. Relays.
Ihe Mustangs had three competing 
in the 3,000-meter steeplechase with 
senior Ciarl Dargirz posting the best 
finish at 21st. Dargitz finished with a 
time of 9:01.53, well off his season best 
of 8:49.29.
Senior Andy Wright finished 39th 
with a time of 9:13.62 while fellow se­
nior Nathan Huerta came home 46th
with a time of 9:35.51.
Also competing on Friday was 
freshman John Pradc.r and sophomore 
Kyle Inks in the pole vault.
Pader finished 22nd when he 
matched his career-best 16 feel, 8.75 
inches. Inks finished 32nd wheti he 
cleared 16 feet, 2.75 inches.
Ihree vaulters tied for first when 
they cleared 17 feet, 4.50 inches.
Freshman Faylor Herrera finished 
35th in the 200 meter with a time of 
21.55. Herrera missed in advancing to 
the quarterfinals with the top 24 ad­
vanced with a time of 21.29 or better.
On Ihursday, sophomore Fric Su- 
pretiant and .sophomore Daniel Fird- 
man failed to move past the qualifying 
round in the first day of competitk)n.
Suprenant posted a time of 53.67 
in the 400m hurdles. Suprenant was 
the 41 St qualifier in the meet.
Suprenant posted his career-best 
time, 52.02, at the Big West (Confer­
ence Championships two weeks ;igo.
FCrdman finished 16th in a field of 
48. Ihe .sophomore posted a career- 
best mark of 55 feet, 9.75 inches. His 
pervious best of 55 feet, 9.25 inches 
was set on May 1.
games. Ihird baseman Fvan Busby 
led the team, finishing 5-for-6 with 
six RBIs. Designated hitter Mitch 
Haniger also finished 5-for-6 with 
three RBIs.
But, even with all the broken re­
cords, the offensive showca.se came 
at a handicap.
“We had two position players 
(catcher Ross Brayton and second 
baseman Matt Jensen) who were on 
the bench and we had three reliev­
ers who were available today,” Fee- 
said. “When your starter gets four 
outs, it sucks the life out of you as 
an offensive and defensive team. 
Clive our t)ffense credit, we were 
able to rebound from it.”
FCugene Wright started the game 
pitching just more than one inning
to that point and as the innings 
progressed he got better and better. 
It was his best outing of the sea­
son,” Fee said. “He really allowed 
us to bridge the gap later in the ball 
game.”
With the season ending, the se­
nior class has their careers halted 
from a final championship push. 
After going 37-21 a year ago —  
and the first NCCAA regional bid 
in school history —  the Mustangs 
fell short of the high expectations 
they set last season. But the Mus­
tangs made the most o f their late 
season schedule, givitig the seniors 
a gift in a season that fell short of a 
championship.
“It’s a good note to go out on," 
Yoder said.
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Baseball ends season with record-breaking win
B rian  D e Los S a n to s
VUlSrANCiDAll.Y.SPORT.SCrf’t lM A Il .C O M
.Senior outtielder Adam Melker 
stood in center Held during the 
ninth inning ot the Mustangs' sea­
son Hnale against ('al State Bakers­
field Sunday afternoon.
I’oised to tally a record-breaking 
win, he and the rest of the .seniors 
were pulled from the game. Ihe 
crowd cheered as one of the most 
successful recruitment clas.ses in 
head coach Larry l.ee’s tenure made 
their way off the Held.
Junior jono Cirayson was Melk- 
er’s replacement. Ihe two met in 
left center Held, both with so much 
to say.
“(Cirayson) just joined the team 
this year, but I feel like I have 
known him for 10 years. He is a 
great kid, and he just told me that 
he learned a lot from me and he ap­
preciated what I have done for him. 
I told him the same,” Melker said. 
“He helped me out too.”
With the help of Melker, Luke 
Yoder and the rest of the senior 
class, the Mustangs (23-32) boasted 
a 25-run, 32-hit offensive outburst 
to fuel Cial Poly past Cial .State Ba- 
kersHeld (26-30), 25-8 , in the Hnal 
game o f the season.
“jokingly, it's all the hits and 
stuff that we didn’t get at the begin­
ning of the season,” Yoder said. “In 
all honesty, we just knew what we 
had to do in order to go out there 
and win a series.”
In the win, the Mustangs .set a 
new school record for hits in a game
If
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Senior outfielder Luke Yoder (above) went 4-for-6 with four RBI.s in the Mustangs 25-8 win against State Bakersfield 
in Cal Poly’s final game of the regular sea.son. All together. Cal Poly totaled 32 hits —  a new Division-I school record.
at a Division-I level, recorded their hits in game for the Hrst time in thing about us, as a team, and says
highest run total in a game since a school history and set a new record .something about the character t>f
28-16 victory over Nevada in 1997, for doubles in a game with nine. our team,” Yoder said. “( Today)
held three players who tallied five “ Ihat definitely says some- was about playing for respect for
ourselves and respect for us as a 
team.“
Ihe Mustangs end their season 
as victors of 13 of their last 18 
games. C^ al Poly also won its fourth 
series in the last five weeks —  the 
only series the Mustangs won this 
year —  all coming after a 10-27 re­
cord to start the season.
“Kspecially for seniors, we didn’t 
want to leave on a bad note,” Melk­
er said. “We turned it around a little 
too late, but we turned it around. 
We started playing like I knew we 
could.”
For Melker, .Sunday marked the 
end if his career with the Mustangs. 
Ihe .senior finishes with a .337 bat­
ting average on the sea.son —  going 
2-for-6 in his final game.
“I have been here for four years, 
I have had ups and downs, but 
overall 1 have absolutely loved it. I 
told Coach Lee it has been the best 
experience I have had in my entire 
life and I thanked him for the op­
portunity he gave me four years 
ago,” Melker said. “It’s the end of 
something great.”
Ihe senior highlights one the 
more impressive recruitment classes 
Lee has had in years, he said,
“If you (look at) the statically 
history, they were all big contribu­
tors, and that’s a rarity,” Lee said.
Ihe class, along with the rest 
ot the Mustangs, sct)red in every 
inning except the third inning —  
while also scoring multiple runs 
in every one of those innings ex-
see Baseball, page 15
Blalock and Matzenauer fall short of a championship
MIISTANC; OAII.V STAKh RKPORI
Ihe C'al Poly women’s tennis senior 
tandem of Brittany Blalock and .Suz- 
ie Matzenauer were ultimately elimi­
nated from post.season contention 
after suffering a defeat at the Dan 
Magill Icnnis C'omplex Ibursday 
in the opening doubles round of the 
32-team NCAA Individual (Champi­
onships.
After falling during a first set 
that featured just one service break, 
Blalock and .Matzenauer matched 
Baylor’s CCsilla Borsanyi and Lenka
5u|do|ku
T o d a y ’s  S o c u t i o n s
1 3 8 
6 2 4 
5 9 7
7 6 2 
3 9 5
8 4 1
4 9 5 
8 7 1 
2 3 6
9 4 5 
7 1 6 
2 8 3
1 3 7 
9 2 8 
4 5 6
6 2 8 
3 5 4 
7 1 9
3 6 9
4 7 2 
8 5 1
2 1 4
5 8 9
6 7 3
5 8 7 
1 6 3 
9 4 2
Broosova point-for-point during 
the second set before surging ahead 
late. Ihe Mustangs led 5-3 during 
the third set, but failed to prc.ss their 
advantage against the llth-ranked 
doubles pairing in Division I.
“Perhaps we weren’t quite as fo- 
cu.sed and relaxed during the first .set 
as we should have been, but I thought 
that Brittany and Suzie were aggres­
sive at the right times during the sec­
ond .set and took a lot of balls down 
the line to neutralize Baylor,” C,al 
Poly head coach Hugh Bream .said in 
a release. “We played solid tennis in 
the third set, but maybe backed off a 
little. Brittany and Suzie played well, 
but ILiylor slowly inched back.”
With their victory, Borsanyi and 
Broosova advanced to face Josipa Bek 
and Ina Hadziselimovic of CClemson 
during Friday’s round of 16. Ihe 
Tigers defeated Marshall's Michaela 
Kissell and Dominica Zaprazna later 
Ibursday.
“(Obviously Tm proud of their 
performance and the performance 
throughout the year. (Blalock) and 
(Matzenauer) teed it up versus some 
of the best teams all sea.son long anti 
people who follow collegiate tennis
know the caliber of programs such 
as Baylor,” Bream .said.
Ihe defeat, just BlaltK'k and 
Matzenauer’s fourth loss in 21 spring 
attempts, kept the Cal Poly program 
winless in N(CAA (Championships 
action at the Division-I level. Dur­
ing (Cal Poly’s lone other showing 
at the N(CAA Individual (Champi­
onships in 2008, BlaltKk and then 
partner .Steffi Wong also suffered an 
opening-round exit. As a team, (Cal 
Poly made its first and only postsea­
son showing at the 2003 champion­
ships, but the Mustangs were swept 
in the first round by (ieorgia Tech.
Competing exclusively at the No. 
I doubles position during the spring 
.sea.son, Blalock and Matzenauer 
navigated Big West play with a per­
fect record en route to all-conference 
first team doubles recognition. Blal­
ock and Matzenauer, who a.scended 
as high as No. 26 in the March 30 
edition o f the (Campbell’s TTA Rank­
ings, helped (Cal Poly capture the 
doubles point during a conference- 
best 78 percent of 23 spring match­
es. Blalock and Matzenauer, who 
entered the tournament ranked No.
see Tennis, page 15
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The senior duo Brittany Blalock and .Suzie Matzenauer fell to Baylor's ('.silla Bor­
sanyi and l.enka Broosova in the opening round of the NCAA championships.
